Knowledge 'decay' is a measure of the degradation of knowledge integrity. In a unified knowledge representation, data, information and knowledge are all represented in a single formalism as "items". A unified knowledge representation is extended here to inc1ude two measures of knowledge integrity. A rule of inference is defined on the unified knowledge representation that preserves the validity of these two measures. This rule of inference is used to define a normalised knowledge base. The use of a unified knowledge representation and the application of knowledge base normalisation simplify the estimation ofknowledge decay.
INTRODUCTION
Knowledge 'decay' is a measure of the degradation of knowledge integrity. In a unified knowledge representation, data, information and knowledge are all represented in a single formalism as "items". A unified model is expressed in terms of "items" and "objects" [1] ; objects are itembuilding operators. A rule of inference, called item (and object) "join" is defined [2] . That rule is extended here so that it accommodates the two measures of knowledge integrity. A single rule for" knowledge decomposition" is defined in terms of that rule. Knowledge decomposition is applied to normalise the knowledge in a knowledge base. Classical database normalisation [3] is a special case of knowledge base normalisation. The use of a unifiedknowledge representation and the application of knowledge base normalisation simplifies the estimation of knowledge decay.
UNIFIED KNOWLEDGE REPRESENTATION
The terms 'data' , 'information' and 'knowledge' are used here in a rather idiosyncratic sense [1] . The data in an application are those things that can be represented as simple constants or variables. The information is those things that can be represented as tuples or relations. The knowledge is those things that can be represented either as programs in an imperative language or as rules in a declarative language. Items are a unified knowledge representation; they have a uniform format no matter whether they represent 'data' , 'information' or 'knowledge' things.
The key to the unified representation is the way that the meaning of an item, the item 'semantics' is specified. The semantics of an item is a function that recognises the members of the "value set" of that item. The value set of an information item is the set of tuples that are associated with a relational implementation of that item. Knowledge items, inc1uding complex, recursive knowledge items, have value sets too [1] . For example, the item, which represents the rule "the sale price of parts is the cost price marked up by a universal mark-up factor", could have a value set of quintuples associated with [part/sale-price, part/cost-price, mark-up).
The notion of an item is extended here to incorporate two integrity measures. The item tuple integrity measure for an item is a measure of the likelihood that a given tuple should not belong to the value set of that item. The item set integrity measure for an item is a measure of the likelihood that a given set is an invalid value set of that item. Items are either represented informally as "i-schema" or formally as t..-calculus expressions. The i-schema notation is used in applications. Formally, given a unique name A, an n-tuple (mI, m2,· .. , mn), M = m i ' if:
• SA is an M-argument expression of the form:
. Ym,"·Y mn AI YI""'Ym, " .. "SAn YI""'Ymn " YI,· .. ,Ym,'·"'Ymn • where {Al, ... , An} is an ordered set of not necessarily distinct items, each item in this set is called a component of item A.
• VA is an M-argument fuzzy expression of the form: A y1l'" y 1 ... y n • [VAl (Yl l , ... , y l )" .. " VA (Yl n , ... , yn )" K(y1l , ... , yl , ... , yn )]. m, mn m, n mn m\ mn where {Al, ... , An} are the components of item A, K is a fuzzy predicate and lA is the fuzzy "rnin" conjunction.
• CA is a fuzzy expression of the form:
where " is the fuzzy "min" conjunction and L is a fuzzy expression constructed as a logical combination of:
• Card A lies in some numerical range;
• Uni(A i ) for some i, n, and
• Can(A i , X) for some i, n, where X is a non-empty subset of
subscripted with the name of the item A, then the named tripIe A[ SA' VA' CA] is an M-adic item with item name A, SA is called the item semantics of A, VA is called the item tuple integrity measure of A and CA is called the item set integrity measure of A. "Uni(A/' is a fuzzy predicate whose truth value is "the proportion of the members of the value set of item Ai that also occur in the value set of item A". "Can(A i , X)" is a fuzzy predicate whose truth value is "in the value set of item A, the proportion of members of the value set of the set of items X that functionally determine members of the value set of item A/. " For example, an application may contain an association whereby each cost-price is associated with a sales-tax amount as determined by the prevailing tax-rate. This association could be represented by the knowledge item: Items make it difficult to analyse the structure of the whole application because, for example, two rules that share the same basic wisdom may be expressed in terms of quite different components; this could obscure their common wisdom. To make the inherent structure of knowledge c1ear 'objects' are introduced as item building operators [4] .
Object names are written in bold italics. Suppose that the conceptual model already contains the item "part" which represents spare parts, and the item "cost-price" which represents cost prices; then the information "spare parts have a cost price" can be represented by "part/cost-price" which may be built by applying the "costs" object to part and cost-price:
Suppose that the conceptual model already contains the item "part/sale-price" which represents the association between spare parts and their corresponding selling price, and the item "mark-up" which represents the data thing a universal mark-up factor; then the rule "spare parts are marked up by a universal mark up factor" can be represented by [part/sale-price, part/cost-price, mark-up} which is built by applying the "mark-up-rule" object to the items "partlsale-price", "part/cost-price" and "mark-up":
The conceptual model contains items. A fundamental set of data items in the conceptual model is called the basis. The remaining items in the conceptual model are built by applying object operators to the other items in the conceptual model. As for items, objects may either be represented informally as "o-schema" or formally as typed A-calculus expressions.
In [2] the composition of items and objects using a ''join'' operator is described. loin is extended here to inc1ude the measures of integrity.
Decomposition is defined in terms of join. Knowledge base normalisation is defined in terms of decomposition [5] . Normalisation removes hidden relationships from the conceptual model. Hidden relationships can present a maintenance hazard [6] . Knowledge base normalisation simplifies the estimation of knowledge decay [7] . Item join provides the basis for item decomposition. The definition of "item composition" folIows. Given two items:
Intelligent Information Processing 193 Suppose that S A has n variables, that is A is an n-adic item. Suppose that SB has m variables, that is B is an m-adic item. Some of the components of A and B may be identical. Suppose that k pairs of components of A and B that are identical are identified, where k O. Let E be an ordered set of components where each is one of these identical pairs of components of both A and B. E may be empty. To ensure that the definition is weH defined the order of the components in the set E is the same as order in which they occur as components of A. Suppose the semantics expressions of the components from item A (or item B) that are in the set E are expressed in terms of a total of p variables. Let A * be an n-adic item that is identical to item A except for the order of its variables. The last p variables in A * are those variables in A that belong to the components of A in the set E. Let B* be an m-adic item that is identical to item B except for the order of its variables. The first p variables in B* are those variables in B that belong to the components of Bin the set E.
Let 1t be a permutation that turns the ordered set of variables of A * into the ordered set of variables of A. Let 1t' be a permutation that turns the ordered set of variables of B* into the ordered set of variables of B. Suppose that 'x' is an (n -p)-tuple of free variables, 'y'is a p-tuple of free variables and 'z' is an (m -p )-tupIe of free variables. Then the item with name A ®E B is the composition of A and B on E and is defined to be the item:
where CA ®E B is defined as foHows. Suppose that CA is an expression of the form CA 1\ G where c is that part of CA that carries the subscript 'A' where any occurrence of the predicate Card are equated to "tme", and G is that part of CA that carries subscripts other than 'A'. Likewise suppose that C B is an expression of the form d B 1\ H. Then:
The set E is a set of identical pairs of components of A and B. If E is the set of all identical pairs of components of A and B then A ®E B is written as
A®B.
Given two n-adic items A and B with the same set of components that are not necessarily in the same order, A and Bare weakly equivalent, written A =w B, if there exists a permutation 1t such that:
where the x j are the n j variables associated with the i'th component of A. The
The ® operator forms the basis of decomposition in which each item may be replaced by a set of simpler items. An item I is deeomposable into the set of items D = {Ij. 1 2 , . .. , In} if: li has non-trivial semantics for all i, I = I] ® 1 2 ® ... ® In ' where each composition is monotonie. If item I is decomposable then it will not necessarily have a unique decomposition [4] . A knowledge base is normal if it contains no decomposable items [1] .
KNOWLEDGE BASE IMPLEMENTATION
The semantics of an item A[ SA' VA' CA] is a function that recognises the members of its value set. The value set is a conceptual notion in the system design. So the value set of the item A-as in the definition of an M-adic item above-at time 't is:
A knowledge base implementation is a set of knowledge items and a set of stored relations and data domains representing some information and data items. Some information and data items are associated with actual stored data, and some are not. Knowledge items are not normally associated with actual stored data. If an item is associated with actual stored data then it is a real item; otherwise it is a virtual item. The set of tuples in the implementation of the real item A is denoted by A a(A) where ais the time of the most recent modification to those tupies. Knowledge items may be used to derive tuples for virtual data and information items. For example, suppose that the real data item mark-up has a stored data value mark-up, and that the real information item part/eost-priee has a stored relation part/cost-price. Then the knowledge item [part/sale-priee, part/eost-priee, mark-up]-or an "if-then" implementation of it-may be used to derive tuples in the relation for the virtual item part/sale-price. Further, the knowledge item [part/sale-price, part/tax-payable, tax-rate] could then enable the tuples in the relation for the virtual item part/tax-payable to be derived. This is illustrated in Fig. 1 This definition is recursive. In Fig. 1 only part/cost-price, mark-up and tax-rate are stored. This example shows how the decay of the virtual item part/tax-payable is determined by the decay of those three real items and by the decay of those two knowledge items. So if any of those three real items or either of those two knowledge items has decayed in some way then that calculation may yield an incorrect result. For a knowledge base, its implementation may have decayed because updates that should have been performed were not, or modifications that should not have been performed were. The corruption of a knowledge base by such modifications is not considered here. The failure to perform updates is considered. So updates are changes that should have been performed on the implementation of real items or knowledge items. In addition, incorrect values may be attributed to a knowledge base implementation because the derived tuples for some virtual items were calculated prior to required updates being performed [8] . At time a the true set for a-real or virtualitem A is the set of tupi es that should be associated with A at time a; it is denoted by A a(A). In other words, the implementation is what is either stored or derived in the knowledge base, the true set is what should be either stored or derived. Suppose that the implementation of the real data item part was stored at time a. Then at a subsequent time 't the implementation and the true set may be as shown on the left side of Fig. 2 . In that Figure the implementation for the data item part contains the part number "4567" that should not be there, and does not contain two part numbers which should be there. Suppose that the implementation for the real information item part/cost-price was stored at time u. Then at a subsequent time 't the implementation and the true set may be as shown on the right side of Fig. 2 . Likewise the implementation and the true set of a knowledge item may contain tuples that should not be there, and may not contain tuples that should be there.
KNOWLEDGE DECAY
At time 't, A 't"(A) and A U(A), a:$; t, may not be the same. The implementation of areal item is "correet" as long as its tuples have been correctly stored and maintained [9] . The derived set of a virtual item is "correet" if the knowledge used to derive the tuples for that item has been correctly maintained and the stored data used by that knowledge has been correctly maintained. In reality we may hope that the implementation is correct, and expect that it is incorrect. To measure the extent that the implementation or the derived set are the same as the true set, let PXlY be the proportion of those elements in set X that are also in set Y. Then the difference measure:
is unity if both sets are identical and is zero if one set contains no elements from the other; the square root ensures that this measure retains linearity with measured proportion. For example, if each set contains exact1y half of the members of the other set then the value of this measure is 0.5. The value of the difference measure is not necessarily equal to the proportion of valid members in either set because the difference measure takes account of those elements that are not in each set but should be there. The decay of areal or virtual item A at time 't is:
where t a and the difference measure d is as defined above. 0 ÖA('t) 1.
If ÖA(t) = 1 then item A is valid. If ÖA(t) = 0 then the set of tuples associated with item A contains no tuples that it should contain and A has decayed completely.
If we know precisely what knowledge decay has occurred then we can usually rectify it [6] . In practice we tend to have some loose expectation E of the decay ö. For example, suppose the knowledge item [partlsaleprice, part/cost-price, mark-up J is built by applying the knowledge object mark-up-rule to the three items part/sale-price, part/cost-price and mark-up.
That knowledge item may be used to derive tuples for the information item part/sale-priee. We may expect that "within a year the whole partlcost-price relation will be out of date". So our expectation for the decay of the part/eost-priee item may be represented by a function with a linear decay of one year's extent. Also, we may expect that "as the 'types' of parts are redesignated, the contents of the part/type relation will decay decreasingly over time so that in a year roughly half of the relation will be out of date and in a 'very long time' the whole relation will be out of date". So our expectation for the decay of the part/type item is represented by a function with an exponential decay with a half-life of one year. The decay estimates for these two examples are: If an object has decayed then such decay will contribute to the decay of any item generated by that object. But objects do not have a value set or an implementation. The decay of the item A, generated using object B, A=B( C, D, E, F) may be analysed completely in terms of the decay of items C, D, E and Fand the decay of object B. In other words, if items C, D, E and F are valid then the decay of item A will be attributable entirely to the decay of object B. So the deeay of an object is the decay of any item generated by that object when applied to a set of valid items.
PROPAGATING DECAY ESTIMATES
It would be convenient if: Eob(ee, dd)(''C) = EobC"C) X EecC"C)X Edd("C) but this product rule is not valid in general because the decay of the components-in the above example the components are ce and dd-may be logically dependent. This product rule is valid if the decay of the object ob and the decay of the two component items are all independent. The decay of X is independent of the decay of Y if ( EX(t) I ey("C) ) = EX("C). The decay of X is determined by the decay of Y if (ex("C) I ey("C) ) = ey("C).
Suppose that object ob is applied to a set of n component items C = {ce, D} where ce is a component item and D is a set of n-1 component items. The general rule for propagating decay estimates through an object operator is:
1= Eob(C)("C) = Eob("C)x ( ec("C) I Eob("C) ) = Ec("C)X ( eob("C) I Ec("C) ) where ( Ed,;) I Eob(';) ) is "an estimate of the decay of the set of n component items C at time,; given that the estimate of the decay of object ob at time,; is Eob(';)." If the knowledge base has been normalised then (Ed,;) 1 Eob(';» = Ed,;). To propagate decay estimates across a set of component items, suppose that the set C is a set of n component items as above. The general recursive rule for propagating decay estimates over such a set is:
where (ED(';) 1 EcC<,;» is "an estimate of the decay of the set of n-l component items D at time ,; given that the estimate of the decay of the component item cc at time,; is EcC<,;)." In general ( ED(';) 1 Ecc(';) ) '# ED(';) even if the knowledge base has been normalised. Now suppose that item ee is virtual and that it is derivable from the set of items D using knowledge item ob( ce, D ), ie that Can( cc, D ) = 1 in ob( cc, D ). Then the decay of item cc depends on the decay of object ob and on the decay of the items in the set D. These decay estimates are propagated by:
If the knowledge base has been normalised then ( ED(';) 1 Eob(';) ) = ED(';).
The three mies above for propagating decay estimates follow from the definition of item decay. These three mies lead to complex expressions for decay estimates due to the quantity of conditional expressions-ie expressions involving "I". But the quantity of these conditional expressions may be reduced.
If the knowledge base has been decomposed [10] and if the sub-item relationships have been reduced to sub-type relationships between data items then the object operators and the basis items in the conceptual model are independent with the possible exception of sub-item relationships between data items [5] . So if the knowledge base has been decomposed and there are no sub-item relationships between data items then all the conditional expressions may be removed [1] . For example, if the knowledge base has been decomposed and there are no sub-item relationships between data items then the decay estimate for the virtual information item part/tax-payable is:
If sub-item relationships are present or if the knowledge base has not been normalised then the calculations become more involved. For example, suppose the supervisor data item is a sub-item of the person data item. Consider the real person/supervisor item; the implementation of which is populated with 2-tuples (person-id, person-id) where the second person is the "supervisor" of the first. Suppose that this item is buHt by applying the super information object to the data items person and supervisor: person/supervisor = super ( person, supervisor) then the decay estimate of the person/supervisor information item will be:
Esuper(person, supervisor)('t) = E{person. supervisor}('t) X ( Esuper('t) I E{person. supervisor}('t) ) = Eperson('t) X ( Esupervisor('t) I Eperson('t) ) X Esuper('t) = Eperson('t)2 X Esuper ('t) where (Esuper('t) I E{person. supervisor}('t» = Esuper('t) assurning that the knowledge base has been normalised and the decay of the super operator is independent of the decay of the items to which it is applied; and where ( EsupervisorC't) I Eperson('t) ) = Eperson('t) because the decay of supervisor is assumed, quite reasonably, to be determined by the decay of person.
CONCLUSION
Decay is the degradation of integrity over time [11] . In a unified knowledge representation, data, information and knowledge are all represented in a single formalism. Two measures of knowledge integrity are inc1uded in a unified knowledge representation. A join operator is defined that enables items in the unified representation to be joined together to form other items. Item join preserves the validity of the two measures of integrity. Decomposition is defined in terms of join. Knowledge base normalisation is defined in terms of decomposition. Normalisation removes hidden relationships from the conceptual model. Hidden relationships can present a maintenance hazard. The representation of a knowledge base using the unified representation, and the normalisation of that representation simplifies the estimation of knowledge decay.
